02-2012 [O-0201] Phoenix Chess Systems - Revelation II (prototype)
Ruud vroeg onlangs ook aan mij wat ik van zijn nieuwe Revelation II vond. Ik schreef hem
het volgende;
Dag Ruud, Je hebt jezelf met dit nieuwe design overtroffen. Ik vind hem echt schitterend
mooi. Heel geraffineerd hoe de zijkanten er nu uitzien, en ook de kleur zwart past nog beter
bij de Revelation. Het lijkt wel of jij of DGT er een echte designer erbij hebben gehaald. Ik ga
vast een beetje sparen... Heel veel plezier en succes daar in Neurenberg! Groet, Hein.
Ruud zei op de valreep voor plaatsing van dit item nog het volgende;
Die designer = 100% Ruud :-)

26 January 2012
Ruud Martin
The Revelation II Board Chess development is at the final stage, getting ready for production.
We will demonstrate the first production model on the International Toy Fair 2012 at
Nuremberg at the DGT stand to the specialist trade. And i will be attending on the first two
days, working together with the DGT team, to demonstrate the Revelation II Chess Board.
You are encouraged to join us for a demonstration, and if you want to get the demonstration
from my hand, i will be there the first two days (1st and 2nd of Februar 2012). I am happy to
demonstrate the system to you. On the other days a small demonstration is also possible,
however an indeep demonstration can only be arranged on the first two days.

Revelation II (prototype)
Phoenix Chess Systems: For the good observer, this board has a prototype error in it, as the
white and black fields have been reversed. Interesting enough the first ever production chess
computer, the Fidelity Chess Challenger 1 had also such a problem, but then on the first
production release itself, by indicating columns/files as 1-8 and the rows/ranks as A-H.

Highlights for the system
• Fully standalone Chess Board, equipped with onboard embedded Marvell PXA high
performance processor to facilitate the onboard chess engines.
• 64MB of Ram ensures enough memory for the Chess Engines to perform at high ELO
levels.
• ELO levels can be adjusted to play at your level (depending on engine settings).
• The Chess Board is multi chess engine, so you can select from a number of Chess Engines.
• The Chess Board is using the great Piece Recognition Technology from DGT, so analysing
and setting up chess positions are simple as that.
• The Chess Engines featured on the Revelation I Chess Board, are also planned for this
Chess Board (exact details will be revealed at the Toy Fair).
• The Chess Board is based upon the Revelation I Chess Board design, but now has slightly
separated stands and they will be in black finish, resulting in a classic modern look.
• A larger display, based upon the newest OLED technology, gives detailed information over
the current chess game.
• The display as well as the led technology around the chess fields to indicate the moves are
all made up from a gentle and elegant green lighting.
• All focus is upon beauty and passion for the chess game, so despite all electronics on
board, you will have a fine, wooden chess board of high quality with great pieces.
• For PC communication Bluetooth is available. This way you can upgrade with newest
firmware when available or even newer Chess Engines, and upgrades on existing Chess
Engines.
Internet
http://www.phoenixcs.nl/

Revelation II (prototype)
Phoenix Chess Systems: The system will be ready for the future, as memory (by adding flash
memory) and processing/ram power (by exchanging the current Marvell PXA module) are
both built in possibilities. So the chess playing customers can buy with confidence, ensuring
the Revelation II can be upgraded in firmware and cpu/memory hardware.
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